About MDS Shows Ltd
MDS Shows Ltd are organisers of top class canine events, including the UK’s biggest dog events, Paws in the Park Spring and Autumn shows.

Paws in the Park is run by dog enthusiasts for dog lovers of all ages, who want to have fun with their BFF (best furry friend!). Follow us for the latest updates and offers:

Facebook: PawsMDS
Twitter: @PawsinthePark1

Dash ‘N Splash started here!
MDS Shows Ltd are the creators of Dash N Splash, one of the most popular 'have a go' competition at Paws in the Park. Dash ‘N’ Splash, which remains unique to MDS, is based on the long jump combined with canine water sports and is essentially a measured leap into water. Dogs are already jumping over 27 feet in the UK - that’s a long leap!

How to contact MDS Shows Ltd
MDS Shows Ltd
5 Frythe Close
Cranbrook
Kent
TN17 3AX

Event Mobile: 07952 971452